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Six sigma /Quality control rules / total error /Prec/trueness
Meausurement uncertainty/ EQAS / Lot to lot variation

Clinical guidelines

Why do we need
Analytical Performance Specifications (APS)



”submodels” to set APS 
(principles for calculations)

Mathematics

Models for 
APS



When you see a ”six sigma plot” do you ever ask:

üWhat performance specifications are used?
üWhat are the reasons for using these performance

specifications?
üHow subjective are they?
üCould we have used completely different performance

specifications?
üIf based on ”biology” what source, what mathematics are

used to calculate ”total errors”?



Analytical performance specifications
Consensus statement

CCLM 2015;53 issu
e 6



Model 1. Based on the effect of analytical performance
on clinical outcomes

1a. Direct outcome studies 
1b. Indirect outcome studies

Model 2. Based on components of biological variation of
the measurand

Model 3. Based on state of the art 



Model 1. Based on the effect of analytical performance on
clinical outcomes
This can, in principle, be done using different types of studies: 
1a. Direct outcome studies – investigating the impact of
analytical performance of the test on clinical outcomes. 

1b. Indirect outcome studies – investigating the impact of
analytical performance of the test on clinical classifications or 
decisions and thereby on the probability of patient outcomes, 
e.g. by simulation or decision analysis. 



The advantage of this approach is that it addresses the influence of
analytical performance on clinical outcomes that are relevant to 
patients and society. The primary disadvantage is that it is only
useful for examinations where the links between the test, clinical
decision making and clinical outcomes are straightforward and 
strong. 



So Model, type 1 is difficult to perform and will take a 
lot of ressourses.
However type 1b is not that difficult – but we still have 
to concentrate on one clinical condition



Model 1b
Indirect outcome studies
– investigating the impact of analytical performance of the test 
on
clinical classifications or decisions and thereby on the
probability of patient outcomes, e.g., by 
simulation or decision analysis*
*to address how to take important decisions in a formal manner. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discipline
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Professional
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decision_making


This approach is usually used in clinical
guidelines or when clinicians set
performance specifications



Model 2. Based on components of
biological variation of the measurand



Model 2. Based on components of
biological variation of the measurand

This attempts to minimize the ratio of ‘analytical noise’ to the
biological signal. 

The advantage is that it can be applied to most measurands for 
which population based or subject-specific biological variation data 
can be established. 



This approach is usually used in laboratory
medicine for setting performance specifications



Model 3. Based on state-of-the-art 

This relates to the highest level of analytical performance
technically achievable. Alternatively, it could be defined as the
analytical performance achieved by a certain percentage of
laboratories. 
The advantage of this model is that state-of-the-art performance
data are readily available. The disadvantage is that there may be 
no relationship between what is technically achievable and what
is needed to minimize the ratio of ‘analytical noise’ to the
biological signal or needed to obtain an improved clinical
outcome. 



Model Based
on

Study/principles Advantage Disadvantage

Clinical 
outcomes

Outcome studies Address the 
needs of 
patients and 
society

Difficult to perform 
studies. Limited 
number of 
measurands

Biological 
variation

Studies on 
biological variation
Analytical noise vs 
biological signal

Can be applied 
to most 
measurands

Current data is not 
good enough

State of the 
art

Empirical data Easy to obtain 
data

Does not relate to 
what is needed or to 
noise/signal 
minimalisation



Explanatory notes 

ØIt should be noted that the three models use different 
principles. 

ØThe hierarchy assumes that high quality studies or data are
available for each model. 

ØProposed analytical performance specifications should
therefore always be accompanied by a statement of the
rationale, the source and the quality of the evidence behind
the recommendation. 



”submodels” to set APS 
(principles for calculations)

Mathematics

Models for 
APS



Some common “submodels” / “formulas”

Imprecision
CVA < 0.5 CVI     

CVI ~ choose wisely –

Bias
IBI < 0.25 [CVI

2 + CVG
2]1/2

CVG ~ variable – depends on partition – do we really need?

Total analytical  error
TEa < 1.65 x 0.5 CVI + 0.25 [CVI

2 + CVG
2]1/2

With permission from: Callum Fraser



APS for Measurement Uncertainty

So finally, what performance specifications (quality goals) can 
supporters of the GUM approach use as a guide to actual or 
comparative performance? Biological variation may be used for the 
evaluation of uncertainty derived by GUM procedures.



Or
Imprecision

• CVA < 0.5 (or another factor) x CVI    

Bias – MU means account for or minimize or eliminate bias
• IBI ~ 0

Measurement Uncertainty
• MU < 1.65 (or another factor) x 0.5 CVI

With permission from: Callum Fraser



Pragmatic model where you add analytical CV to within-subject or 
between subeject variation
(Oosterhuis et al/ Hoetzel et al  – Clin Chem Lab Med 2015)





https://biologicalvariation.eu





New edition of Tietz – 2022, in press



Conclusions

ØAnalytical performance specifications are important. 
ØThree completely different principles

ØOutcome
ØBiological variation
ØState of the art

ØDifferent submodels and mathematic to calculate Analytical
Performance specifications



-
Thank you!!


